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ABSTRACT: The advent of Web 2.0 and social media content has stirred much excitement and created abundant 
opportunities for understanding the opinions of the general public and consumers toward social events, political 
movements, company strategies, marketing campaigns, and product preferences. Opinion mining, a sub discipline 
within data mining and computational linguistics, refers to the computational techniques for extracting, classifying, 
understanding, and assessing the opinions expressed in various online news sources, social media comments, and other 
user-generated content. Sentiment analysis is often used in opinion mining to identify sentiment, affect, subjectivity, 
and other emotional states in online text. 
 
In this paper the idea is to keep track of all the weak points in a system. A constant monitoring system will keep track 
of all these failure points. As more and more weak points are gathered, then the criticality ration of the problem can be 
calculated and the management alerted of the impending problem. We all wait for disasters to happen and then respond 
to it. This can also be used by traffic management and other social welfare initiatives. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Opinion mining is the area of research that attempts to make automatic systems to determine human opinion from text 
written in natural language. It aims to extract opinions from information sources such as reviews and present them to 
the user in a user friendly manner [1].What other people think has always been an important piece of information for 
most of us during the decision-making process. Opinion mining draws on computational linguistic, information 
retrieval, text mining, natural language processing, machine learning, statistics and predictive analysis. Textual 
information in the world can be broadly classified into two main categories, facts and opinions. Facts are objective 
statements about entities and events in the world. Opinions are subjective statements that reflect people’s sentiments or 
perceptions about the entities and events. Much of the existing research on text information processing has been 
focused on mining and retrieval of factual information[2]. The research in the field started with sentiment and 
subjectivity classification, which treated the problem as a text classification problem. Sentiment classification classifies 
whether an opinionated document or sentence expresses a positive or negative opinion[2]. Subjectivity classification 
determines whether a sentence is subjective or objective[2].Many real-life applications, however, require more detailed 
analysis because users often want to know the subject ofopinions[4]. 

 

Research on opinion mining started with identifying opinion (or sentiment) bearing words, e.g., great, amazing, 
wonderful, bad, and poor.The next major development is sentiment classification of product reviews at the document 
level [10, 11, 16]. The objective of this task is to classify each review document as expressing a positive or a negative 
sentiment about an object. 
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Finding opinion sources and monitoring them on the Web is also a formidable task because a large number of diverse 
sources exist on the Web and each source also contains a huge volume of information. In many cases, opinions are 
hidden in long forum posts and blogs. It is very difficult for a human reader to find relevant sources, extract pertinent 
sentences, read them, summarize them and organize them into usable forms[2]. In this paper we are introducing 
aframework which will keep track of all these failure points, then the criticality ration of the problem can be calculated 
by gathering the weak points and the management alerted of the impending problem. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
In this section, we present a review of the existing and related works on Opinion Mining (OM) and Sentiment 
Classification (SC) proposed in the literature. Most of the existing research like information retrieval, Web search, and 
other text mining and natural language processing tasks on text information processing has been focused on mining and 
retrieval of factual information. Only a little work has been done on the processing of opinions until recently. Though 
the number of research interest in this area is growing fast[1]. 
 
Users or consumers don’t know what to do when there is a theft or burglary in their society and before they react the 
disaster already takes place .Opinion Mining suffers from several different challenges, such as determining which 
segment of text is opinionated, identifying the opinion holder, unable to reach out to the rural areas etc.Our 
methodology helps to overcome this problem by identifying the opinion holder through security code that is provided 
to the  user once he registers into the system. When the user reports a problem, the system tracks the location of  
the users and alerts the responsible authorities to take quick action.  
 

III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
 
As per the proposed system, the user will have to register on to the system. Once the user provides his/her details, a 
unique code will be generated and sent back to the user. The user will use the code sent back to him/her next time when 
he/she has to make use of the application i.e., the user can register beforehandss itself and can directly register a 
complaint regarding any issue rather than running around at the last minute in search of a particular phone number. A 
copy of this software will be available with all the concerned departments and they will be notified immediately and the 
concerned department will take the necessary action as soon as possible. 
 
The proposed study educates the people to provide valuable information towards this application by conducting survey 
in rural areas. This application could also be used by getting survey results from certain areas. But this will require 
people to go around and collect that information. All data needs to be input by that team. This can also be done in a 
more efficient way. School can take an initiative to do surveys and keep the municipal agencies aware of certain 
problems becoming more frequent in certain areas. This can be distributed to all the schools and the students can send 
in SMS messages reporting these problems. Mobile phones tracking database can be used to track the mobile phones 
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and find out the location. If there is a theft happening people can inform the police authorities immediately. Easy to 
find the opinions of the people in the rural areas and take a quick action. 
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
 
This methodology helps us to come up with a data collection plan. Narrow down on the concentration of certain 
problem areas / Critical areas or types of problems (this could be new ones which is a spin-off from the current types of 
data that is gathered).Customer complaints about certain services. Traffic congestion stats and control. Pest control & 
Health - The  authorities will reach the destination of the accident on time. Sanitary logistics – collection and disposal 
of harmful by products and disposition process.Burglary and thefts tracking and prevalence.It is easy to reachout  to the 
rural areas by using this methodology. People residing in rural areas need not go searching for help during any disaster, 
this application provides instant help. This analysis acts as the mediator between two people, it communicates and tries 
to solve the problem.  
 

V. SECURITY 
 
Application security encompasses measures taken throughout the application’s life-cycle to prevent exceptions in the 
security policy of an application or the underlying system vulnerabilities through flaws in the development and 
maintenance of the application. Applications only control the use of resources granted to them, and not which resources 
are granted to them. They, in turn, determine the use of these resources by users of the application through application 
security. 
 
This application provides security to the customers by providing a security code while they register. Once the customer 
registers onto the system via a computer system, an email will be sent back. The email will contain a code which will 
be used by the user. This will prevent unauthorized users from accessing this system and no one can send spam email 
messages. In case of areas where computers are not available, the users can make use of cell phones to use this 
application. The procedure will be the same but instead of an email, a SMS will be sent to the cell phone number. This 
will help to track the location faster. This methodology tries to avoid burglary in the society by helping the cops to take 
immediate action on such issues. The system also provides Health protection. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presents a effective framework for opinion mining that can process data by building the Data storage and 
processing it. Opinion mining is the study of people’s opinions and emotions toward entities, events and their attributes. 
In the past, when an organization wanted to find opinions of the general public about its products and services, it 
conducted surveys and focus groups. This application collects the opinion  through messages, it sends the data 
regarding the issue to the main authority which will take the initiative immediately. The idea is to keep track of all the 
weak points in a system and to take action before the disaster happens. The research has been carried out towards 
finding out the opinion of the people in rural areas and react to the situation instantly.  Thus the technique is highly 
effective and performs the methods significantly 
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